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Pathbreaking Directors Speak On The New
Bollywood

By Preeti Thandi

 Toronto: A new kind of cinematic evolution has begun in India. A new wave of Indian filmmakers who are
being touted as avant-garde/ neo-realists are giving birth to meaningful cinema sans the typical Bollywood
elements. Getting a solid platform and a window into the North American market, nine directors share the
spotlight at the Toronto International Film Festival (TIFF) 2012 as part of the City to City program. Their films
are unique, stirring, contemplative, intellectual, sometimes dark and very relevant. TIFF’s City to City spotlight
on Mumbai featured works by directors, Hansal Mehta, Dibakar Banerjee, Vasan Bala, Habib Faisal, Mohit
Takalkar, Ashim Ahluwalia, Manjeet Singh, Anand Gandhi and Anurag Kashyap.

A trailblazer in his own right Anurag Kashyap believes that he’s part of the last generation, “The new breed of
directors are far more risk taking, courageous and much clearer. The new generation has no traditional
embeddedness in Bollywood,” says Kashyap, who like other directors of the last decade, still has one leg in
Bollywood. “The new breed is Anand Gandhi, Ashim Ahluwalia, Vasan Bala, Manjeet Singh and Mohit
Takalkar not us. They are the ones who will define what’s to come.”

Anand Gandhi who’s at TIFF with the magnificent Ship of Theseus is optimistic and finds TIFF to be an
exciting platform, “The City to City program is a very good program for people to get initiated into this new
kind of cinema that is coming out of India right now. I know for certain that some of my filmmaker friends are
doing films that are just going to take the world by surprise because this kind of cinema has never been made in
India.”

Kashyap found great commercial success recently with Gangs of Wasseypur. The film initially shot in three
parts but released in two also attracted a crossover international audience, “Gangs of Wasseypur has done that
in terms of distribution and release because what it does is, it actually brings in a new audience which brings in
revenue, sustainability, longevity and you can make more films with freedom and not come under Bollywood
restrictions.”

Habib Faisal who directed the popular Do Dooni Char in 2010 with Rishi and Neetu Kapoor is at TIFF with
Ishaqzaade. “Producers now have the guts, the courage, to put money into projects that go against the grain,” he
reveals. “I think in all of this, some amount of the spirit and gumption of the producers has to be celebrated.”

Kashyap has a more mainstream young audience under age 35 for his kind of films and financial backing by
companies like DAR Motion pictures. Kashyap who considers himself to be a commercial filmmaker says, “I
would make a film and Hindi film industry would say you are too arty, too boring, too complex and you go out
the world over and people would think that I am too Bollywood because my film had music. For a long time my
struggle was, where do I stand? I don’t identify with the parallel cinema movement of the 70s, what’s being
made in the mainstream and I don’t even like the art house films that were being made. I found them very
pretentious and boring and my longest struggle was to figure out where I am and then I gave up.”

Kashyap who likes to be “real and believable” is intimidated by terms like vanguard and neo-realist. However,
Gandhi believes that someone will be able to coin a term for this new wave of cinema in retrospect. “It’s a
cinema of contemporary urban relevance. We have been trying to find a contemporary aesthetic which is not
Indian in the sense of it being exotic. We have been missing the cinema that is relevant to our lives,” says
Gandhi. The recurring emotion that he hears in India is – “Why is cinema like this not being made or being
shown to us? More and more Indians want cinema that is relevant to their lives that can challenge them, educate
them and make a platform for collective dialogue. We lack collective dialogue, for the longest time we’ve not
had a single platform of any collective introspection and by that I mean a mass medium.”

Gandhi who was raised on a mass diet of Bollywood laments that, “There’s this new trend, this validation of
kitsch, this western validation of urban class and the Bollywood kitsch. It was suddenly celebrated and it was
suddenly fashionable to be terrible. That has been single handedly nerve racking for the culture. It has really
done a lot of damage. We are already making cinema that is not relevant, not artistic, beautiful to look at, not
engaging intellectually, not stimulating, we were already making crap and have also found a way to validate it.”


